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Abstract 
In the theory of linear second order differential equations of Jacobi 
form 
y" = q(t)y, (q) 
where q 6 C2(J), the associated linear second order differential equation 
of Jacobi form and associated linear second order differential equation 
with parameters a, /? £ M are considered together with equation (q). 
The associated equations are used in the theory of dispersions and phases 
of equation (q). In this paper we will extend the notions of the first 
associated equation and the associated equation with parameters a, /? to 
the equation (q) to the case of the linear second order differential equations 
of Sturm form 
(p(t)y'Y - g(t)y = 0 (pq) 
and to equations of general form 
p" -f a(t)y + b(t)y = 0. (ab) 
K e y w o r d s : Homogeneous linear second order differential equat ion, 
associated linear second order differential equat ion . 
M S Clas s i f i ca t ion : 34C20 
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1 Introduction 
We will deal with homogeneos second order linear differential equations 
(P(t)y')'~ q(t)y = 0 resp. y" - q(t)y = 0 resp. y" + a(t)y' + b(t)y = 0, 
where the first equation is called of Sturm form, the second one of Jacobi form 
and the third one of general form. We will define the associated equation with 
parameters a, /? 6 K to each of them. Then the first associated equation is 
obtained by a special choice of parameters cv, (3. The results are summarized in 
two theorems. 
The first associated equation and the associated equation with parameters 
to the equation (q) were introduced in [1], [2]. 
A mapping of the space of solutions of the equation (ab) resp. (q) onto the 
space of solutions of the equation 
Y" + A(t)Y' + B(t)Y = 0 (AB) 
resp. 
Y" = Q(t)Y, (Q) 
which is given by the formula 
Y(t) = a(t)y + I3(t)y', 
a, /? E C2(i7)> where y is a solution of (ab) resp. (q), shows a context to 
the associated equation with parameters a, /? £ ]R resp. of the first associated 
equation. The mapping was studied for example in [3], [4], [5], [6]. While in [5] 
the coefficients A, B of the differential equation (AB) depending of the functions 
a, (3 and the coefficients a, 6 of the equation (ab) are determined in respect of 
the above mentioned mapping, we will deal both with the problem to find the 
solution of (AB) in the form 
Y = p (ay + (3y'e<>*o <s)di 
where a, /? G l and p = p(a) /?, a, 6, A) and with the problem to find an explicite 
formula for the coefficient B of the equation (AB) for a given coefficient A. 
An analogous problem is solved also in the case of the equation (pq) of Sturm 
form. 
2 Linear second order differential equations of 
Sturm form 
T h e o r e m 1 Consider two homogeneous linear second order differential equa-
tions of Sturm form 
(p(t)y')'-q(t)y = 0, (pq) 
(P(t)Y')'-Q(t)Y = 0, (PQ) 
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where p,q,P E C2{J), p ^ 0, P ^ 0. Let a, f3 eM be parameters, a
2 + f32 > 0. 
Let 
K = ß2q -a2-ф0 
P 
(1) 
fort E J. Let 
..«-^-K4)'^(^§)-•*(*)'£ » 
TAen Q € co(J). 
Let y £ (pq) 6e a solution of the differential equation. Then the function 
Y = p(ay + ppy') (3) 
is a solution of equation (PQ), where the multiplier p is given by the formula 
(4) 
yJ\P(Pq-f)\ 
and c E l is an arbitrary constant. 
P r o o f In the interval J we search for a function p = p(t) so that the function Y 
given by equation (3) for any solution y E (pq) and parameters a,/?, a2-}-/?2 > 0, 
is a solution of the equation (PQ) for a given coefficient P E C2(i7). 
By consecutive differentiation and by the help of (pq) we get 
and 
Y' = p'(ay + j3py') + p(ay'+ pqy), 
PY' = Pp'(ay + /3py') + Pp(-py'+l3qyj 
QY = (PY')' 
= P'p'(ay + ßpy') + Pp"(ay + ßpy') + Pp'(ay' + ßqy) 
+ P'p(ay' + ßqy) + Pp'(ay' + ßqy) 
(5) 
+ Pp a ( - ) PУ' + -qy + ßq'y + ßqy1 
pj p 
After a rearrangement we have 
(PY')' = P'p'(ay + f3py') + Pp"(ay + tlpy') 
+ Pp-(ay + ppy') + 2p'[P(ay' + /3qy)] 
P 
+ P \p'(ay' + ßqy) + P a[-) py' + ßq'y (6) 
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where 
P'(ay' + (3qy) + P a ( - ) pyf + ßq'y a ( p ) py' + P(PqYy-
If we substitute into (PQ) terms (3), (5) and (6) we get 
0-Ufc (PYJ-QY 
= (aP*pf + aPpff + a%Pp + 2ftqPp"+ fafip + ftq'Pp ~ aQp)y 
. + (0pPfpf +JPPp" + /fyifc + 2aPp
f + aPfp-afP- ftpQp)yf. 
This identity is valid for any solution y £ (pq) provided the coefficients of y and 
yf are identically zeros: 
aP*p' + aPfiF+ a-Pp + 2/3gP// + ftqPf p + ftqfPp- aQp = 0, 
P . - . : ' 
ftpPfpf + /?PPD" + ftqPp + 2 a P / +<aPV - a ~ P - /?pQD = 0. 
' P 
If we multiply the first equation by ftp and the second one by a and subtract 
them we get after a rearrangement . ,/*• 
pf{2ft2pqP - 2a2P)+p (fthqP* + ft2qfpP - a2Pf + ^ P ) = 0 
and dividing by p we have . 
•2pfPK + p(P'K + PKf) = Q. 
According to (1) we get 
pf _ 1 (PK)f 
p ~ 2 PK ' 
and therefore 
1 
p = c 
(7) 
V\PK\' 
where c G l i s an arbitrary constant. Thus formula (4) holds. 
Transformation (3) assigns multiplier p given by (4) to any coefficient P € 
C2(*7)« The equation (PQ) yields that the coefficient Q is determined by the 
equation. 
We will show now how to calculate the coefficient using functions p and pf. 
From (PQ) we get by the help of (6) and (3) that 
Q = (
PY'Y = P'P' ; PP" I «P 
Y p p p 
. 2pfP{a^ + 0qy) | «(f Ynf + ftPg)'v 
p ay + f3py' ay + 0py' 
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Substitutmg (7) for p p we get 
2/ p (V + føy) ' HJУPУ' + ß{Pч)
Jм 
p аy + ßpyf аy + ßpÿ 
P' Pjay' + figy) _ / ? V + « 2 g - P ( a y / + ^ y ) 
F «_/ + ftpy1 p7q - _2 \ ay + /?_n/' 
+ 
a{ £ ! _ __£_ W + K F ^ + F,')?/ _ q/?F(,£, + , ' í ) 
«2/ + / W «
2І-/?2. 
Since —— + — v P ) 9 w e calculate by the help of (7) that 
(W 2 ^ p 2 j ! » . - в » - ť ' 
1 _ / _ _ _ % 
2 г l ^ - в - ì 
ł£_W|r 
2 / ? - « - _ - _ • 
+1-5-*-
i _ j _ _ _ p 
2 ß*q-aЦ
 ] P ' 
Therefore 
(Pp'y i i / / ? V + ^ \ 
2 2 \ ^ _ _ Q 2 i j 
i/?y + a 2 ^ / I P i______j___l__: 
: i F +F I 0 p + 9 fl2___^2i 2 /52g — a 2 - 2 P 2 ß2q- a 
and from (8) we get 
i i//?У + Æ _ p " _ _ î ______________ p 
2 î l ^ f - в H 
+ 
P/p> /?У + _
2f-
4 
+ • + 2-P + _/) ̂
t ò + з'?) 
F ' Ø - ţ - в - - | ' p* ' " ^ oČІ-ßïą 
Therefore formula (2) holds. The assumptions on coefficients p^q, F and condi­
tion (1) imply Q € Co(_7). 
Dei imtloi i 1 The differential equation (PQ) with a given coefficient P £ Ct{J) 
and coefficient Q given by (2) is called the associated linear differeniial equation 
witk pmmmeiers a, 0 E R to li fferential eqnation (pq)-
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Special cases: 
1. Let p(t) = P(t) = 1, a2 + p2 > 0. Then equations (pq) and (PQ) are of 
Jacobi form. Transformation (3) is of the form 
Y = p(ay + /3yf) 
and with multiplier p, which is given in this case by the formula 
1 
p = c vV-/?2?l' 
transforms a solution y of the differential equation (q) into a solution Y of the 
differental equation (Q), where 
Q(i) = q(t) + -— -=—- + -j-—M,.w + a/3-2 a 2 - 02q(t) 4 [a 2 — (32q(t))2 r a2 - p2q(t)' 
It is the associated equation with parameters a, /? according to the differential 
equation (q) (see [2]). 
2. Let p(t) = P(t) = 1, a = 0, /? = 1: Then transformation (3) is of the form 
Y = py> 
with multiplier p 
1 
p = c visr-
and it transforms a solution H of the diferential equation (q) into a solution Y 
of the differential equation (Q) with coefficient 
^ j 9 W 2 g'(i) + 4 <z2(t) " 
It is the first associated equation according to the differential equation (q) (see 
3 Linear second order differential equation in 
general form 
Theorem 2 Consider two homogeneous linear second order differential equa­
tions in general form 
y" + a(t)y' + b(t)y = 0, (ab) 
Y" + A(t)Y' + B(t)Y = 0, (AB) 
where a,b,Ae C2(J). Let a,/? G l be parameters, a
2 + 01 > 0. Let 
Є x 
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where 
I dt (9) 
Jťo 
and to £ J is an arbitrary number. 
Let 
# _ . I I " 3 1 " a/56' 1 , 2 
TAen 5 € Co(;J). 
l e i y € (ab) 6e a solution of the differential equation. Then the function 
Y = p(ay + / ? e V ) (11) 
is a solution of (AB) with multiplier p 
P= l 1 ; exp(-| fA(t)dt), (12) 
where to £ J is an arbitrary number. 
Proof In the interval ^7 we search for a function D = p(t) such that for any 
solution y G (ab) and given parameters a, ft EM. the function given by (11) is a 
solution of (AB) for a given coefficient A G C2(J). 
By consecutive differentiation of (11) and by the help of equation (ab) we 
get 
Y' = p,(ay + ^exy,) + p(ay + ^exy,y 
= p'(ay + 0ert/) + p(-0bexy + ay'), 
and 
Y" = D,/(ay + /?eJu /) + 2D ,(-/56eJu + au /) 
+ />[(-/?&'ej - (3abex - ab)y - (0bex + aa)y% (13) 
AY9 = Ap\ay + (3exyf) + Ap(-(3bexy + ay'), (14) 
BY = Bp(ay + (3exy'). (15) 
Substituting into equation (AB) we get 
0 = Y"+AY' + BY 
= [ap" - 2/3bexpf + (-(3b'ex - f3abex - a/3)p + aAp' - /3bAexp + aBp]y 
+ [pexp" + 2ap' - (/3bex + aa)p + f3Aexpf + aAp + (3Bexp). 
This identity is valid for any solution y G (ab) provided the coefficients of y and 
y' are identically zero. So we have conditions 
ap" - 2pbexp' - (3b,exp - f3abexp - abp + aAp - fibAe1p + aBp = 0 
/3exp" + 2a/ / - f3bexp - aap + /3Ae2p1 + aAp + f3Bexp = 0. 
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Multiply the first equation by fie1 and the second one by a. Then subtract the 
second one from the first one to get 
p'(-2(32bexp2X - 2a2) + p(-f32bf exp2X - (32abexp2 X 
- (32bA exp2X + a2a - a2A) = 0. 
Therefore after dividing by ex we get 
- V (/?26eJ + ^ ) = p ; /?2 (6'e1 + abe1) -ct2^ + A (p2beJ + ^ ) . 
y (W + <y 
From here 
/?26e- + g 
A 
and 
vV^ + gi v Jto \ - / , 
exp ( — - / -4 dt 
which corresponds to formula (12). 
The transformation (11) assigns multiplier p given by (12) to each coefficient 
A G C2 (•«/)- Then equation (AB) implies that coefficient B is determined by 
the equation. We will show how to calculate the coefficient using the functions 
p and p'. From (AB) we get using (13), (14) and (15) that 
r. Y" * Y' 
-®-Y- + AY 
and therefore 
__£ = L + V ( - / ^
J y + <*</) _ b 
p p {ay + (3exy') 
_ (Pb'ex - (3abex)y + aay' p' -f3bexy + qy ; 
ay + f3exy' p ay + (3exy( 
First we calculate the partial sum identity 
2D7 {-f3bexy + ay') (/3&'eJ - f3abex)y + aay ' 
D (m/ + /feV) (<*У + ß e V ) 
-ßbexy + ay' _ aßb' 
1 л ay + ßexy' ß2bei +<£ 
We hаve 
(p>\' p"p-p'2 
\p) ' P2 
аnd tћ reřor 
ИíИí)'-
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Since 
P' _ i ( / .v + £y i 
_ •—__ 
we have 
/> 2 (/?26ei + £) 2 
1 (/?2&e* + £)"(ťbe* + jg_- (/?26e* + f^)'2 
2 ( / ? 2 f c e z + £ )
2 
p'V __ / ( / . V + § r ) ' + ^ 
and 
4 \ / P ^ + f r 
So we can calculate 
P" _/>' , <*/3b' 
-B = — + A—-b-
2 
P P ßЧe1 + £ 
_ l(/?26eJ + ^ ) " l(/?2fceг+ )/2 jJ________j__ 
2 ßЧei + g 2(ßЧe*+£ү 4\(ßЧei + £) 
+ л , 4 ( ^ _ | í _ ^ _6____|___, 2 (/i2beJ + sf) 2 j /i?2beT + | 
which agrees with formula (10). The assumptions on coefficients a, b, A and 
condition (9) imply B G Co ( J ) . 
Definition 2 The differential equation (AB) with given coefficient A G C2(i7) 
and with coefficient B given by (10) is called the associated linear differential 
equation with parameters a, (3 E M to the linear differential equation (ab). 
Special cases: 
1. Let a(t) = A(t) = 0, a2 + /?2 > 0. Then equations (ab) and (AB) are of 
Jacobi form. Since e J — 1, transformation (11) is of the form 
Y = p(ay + /3y'), 
where multiplier p is given by 
1 
^/Wf+^l 
and it transforms a solution y of the differential equation y" -f by = 0 into a 
solution y of the differential equation Y" -f 5 Y = 0 with coefficient 
B(„ _ „,, +1 _£m_ _ *J*'m + «̂L 
2/?2_(.) + <*2 4 (/?26(ť) + a 2 ) 2 ßЧ(t) + a2 
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which is coefficient — Q (with q = —b) calculated on page 132. As we have 
already noted here, it is the associated equation with parameters a, /? according 
to the differential equation (q) (see [2]). 
2. Let a(t) = A(t) = 0, a = 0, /? = 1. Transformation (11) is of the form 
Y = py', 
where multiplier p is given by the formula 
1 
and it transforms a solution y of the differential equation (—6) into a solution 
Y of the differential equation (-B) with coefficient 
B(t)-b(t)+lb"{t) U'2(t) 
m-b{t) + --W~~~~~)' 
It is the first associated equation according to the differential equation (q) (see 
[ID-
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